Judge: Ms. Terri Lyddon

Best of Breed

CH JANAIS STRANGE BREW.

Best of Winners

INVOLO GRANDSTAND.

Best of Opposite Sex

CH PRIMAVERAS BIRTHDAY BARBIE.

Awards of Merit

CH WINGSSONG ALYDAR.

CH SILJANS SECRET CONNECTION.
CH FLASHPOINT MISSION POSSIBLE.  
TR26265401. 01-17-04. By CH Magical Gordon Of Art Etoile JP - Cinnabar Santa's Vixen.  

**Winners Dog**

**INVOLO GRANDSTAND.**  

**Reserve Winners Dog**

**QUEEN BLESS JP MAD MAX.**  

**Winners Bitch**

**DENZEL RARE TREAT.**  
TR6423401. 03-11-05. By CH Denzel Crafted With Care - CH Denzel Royal Treatment.  
Owner: Tracy Halverson Burdick, Denver, CO 80236. Breeder: Tracy Burdick.

**Reserve Winners Bitch**

**INVOLO PROMISE ME THIS DANCE.** TR 30393602. 08-03-04  
By Ch Coppermist Ice Dancer - Graycaz Ona Promise.  

**Best Puppy**

**INVOLO GRANDSTAND.**  
Best Bred-By Exhibitor

DENZEL RARE TREAT.
TR6423401. 03-11-05. By CH Denzel Crafted With Care - CH Denzel Royal Treatment. Owner: Tracy Halverson Burdick, Denver, CO 80236. Breeder: Tracy Burdick.

Best Junior Handler

LEAH M. PUFFENBERGER.
HEARTDREAMS DASHER OF LORAC.